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Some general remarks

•It is extremely hard to imagine what would happen in the next 
O(10) years…

•Nevertheless, it is clear that the HL-LHC would allow two kinds of 
investigations:

•Look at rare processes (e.g. ttH, H→μμ, di-Higgs, exclusive decays, 
light quark Yukawa…) and specific kinematics regions (→ 
unitarization, off-shell, high-pt…)
Will in general require some theoretical and experimental progress, but 
approach similar to current analysis 

•Aim to highest precision in ``standard’’ processes
Could possibly REQUIRE NEW APPROACH both from the THEORETICAL and the 
EXPERIMENTAL sides → focus of this talk



Rare processes / specific 
kinematics regions



Example 1: off-shell VBF studies
[Englert, Spannowski (2014); Campbell, Ellis (2015)]

•On Wednesday Raoul discussed off-shell studies in gluon fusion. 
A lot of potential but
•Large K-factors, NNLO for bkg./int. extremely difficult
•Interpretation e.g. in terms of ΓH: some model dependence (ggH)

•One could largely circumvent these problems by considering off-
shell VBF production

Anomalous couplings under reasonable control at the HL-LHC (see e.g. 
[Anderson et al. (2013) or ask Ulascan]), good theory control for signal/
background (assuming improvements in ggH contaminations). Tiny rates

Most useful channel is W+W- vs W+W+

In the first instance, we work in the effective coupling framework, 
where standard couplings are rescaled by !V.


At√s=8TeV, SM prediction displays a dependence on !V


!

ATLAS on-shell signal-strength 

ATLAS W+W+ measurement 

Bound is             

Current notional width bound
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Example 1: off-shell VBF studies
[Campbell, Ellis (2015)]

Process Nominal Cut σ [fb] Factor Events

process O(α6) in 100 fb−1

pp → e−µ+νµν̄ejj W−W+ mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.2378 x4 95

pp → νee+νµµ+jj W+W+ mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.1358 x2 27

pp → e−ν̄eµ−ν̄µjj W−W− mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.0440 x2 9

pp → νee+µ−µ+µ+jj W+Z mWZ
T > 300 GeV 0.0492 x4 20

pp → e−ν̄eµ−µ+jj W−Z mWZ
T > 300 GeV 0.0242 x4 10

pp → l−l+νlν̄ljj ZZ mZZ
T > 300 GeV 0.0225 x6 14

pp → l−l+νlν̄ljj ZZ mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.0181 x6 11

pp → e−e+µ−µ+jj ZZ m4l > 300 GeV 0.0218 x2 4

Table 3. Electroweak (O(α6)) cross sections at
√
s = 13 TeV, under the cuts given in Eqs. (2.2)–

(2.6) and the off-shell definition specified in the table. The factor gives the approximate number by
which the result shown for specific lepton flavours must be multiplied to account for two flavours
of charged leptons, e, µ and three flavours of neutral leptons, νe, νµ, ντ .

Process Nominal Cut σ [fb] Factor Events

process O(α4α2
s) in 100 fb−1

pp → e−µ+νµν̄ejj W−W+ mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.2227 x4 89

pp → νee+νµµ+jj W+W+ mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.0079 x2 2

pp → e−ν̄eµ−ν̄µjj W−W− mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.0025 x2 0

pp → νee+µ−µ+µ+jj W+Z mWZ
T > 300 GeV 0.0916 x4 37

pp → e−ν̄eµ−µ+jj W−Z mWZ
T > 300 GeV 0.0454 x4 18

pp → l−l+νlν̄ljj ZZ mZZ
T > 300 GeV 0.0143 x6 9

pp → l−l+νlν̄ljj ZZ mWW
T > 300 GeV 0.0118 x6 7

pp → e−e+µ−µ+jj ZZ m4l > 300 GeV 0.0147 x2 3

Table 4. Mixed QCD-electroweak (O(α4α2
s)) cross sections at

√
s = 13 TeV, under the cuts given

in Eqs. (2.2)–(2.6) and the off-shell definition specified in the table.

in reality cannot be separated from the ZZ → 2l2ν channel. For this reason we consider

both processes with a mWW
T cut; the event rates will be added in subsequent sections.

The same-sign dilepton processes W±W± → 2l2ν are, in total, only about a factor of

three smaller than the opposite-sign one. The mixed QCD-electroweak processes in Table 4

represent significant, irreducible backgrounds which in most cases are of similar size as

the electroweak processes. These backgrounds are reduced to this level by the imposition

of the VBF cuts. The notable exceptions are once again same-sign W+W+ and W−W−

production, where the pure electroweak processes are larger by an order of magnitude.

The same-sign lepton channels are relatively background-free2 and the ZZ → 4l channel

suffers only small backgrounds. However the processes involving neutrinos are potentially

subject to large backgrounds from top production, possibly in association with additional

2The double parton scattering contribution is negligible with our cuts [28].
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VBF pp→VVjj QCD pp→VVjj

•Small number of events, but W+W+ good S/B ratio

•At Run II/III: constraints ~ to Run I gluon fusion. Different theoretical 
systematics, complementary approach

•Can give interesting constraints at HL-LHC, especially if combined 
with gluon fusion and other coupling constraints

Standard VBF selection cuts, extra off-shell mT/m4l cut



Example 2: high-pt Higgs
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σgg (pt>pt,cut)  =       1 fb                       1 ab
bb pt,cut ~ 600 GeV pt,cut ~ 1.5 TeV
ττ ~ 400 GeV ~ 1.2 TeV

2l2ν ~ 300 GeV ~ 1 TeV
γγ ~ 200 GeV ~ 750 GeV
4l ~ 50 GeV ~ 450 GeV

•Can investigate the 
structure of the ggH 
coupling, in a 
dynamical way

•Analysis non trivial

•Jet substructure 
techniques?

•Not unreasonable 
sensitivity expectation 
at high pt ~ 10%

•DOES NOT REQUIRE 
PERFECT THEORETICAL 
CONTROL



Example 2: high-pt Higgs
•Still, beyond what is actually known: LO
•Step 0: region dominated by real radiation (see F. Krauss’ talk) → 

PS merging, resummation estimates 4
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Figure 2: Transverse momentum distribution pT,H for H ! WW+jets production at LO with Sherpa (left panel) and
Pythia8 (right panel). We present the distributions for exclusive and merged jet samples with finite top mass e↵ects
(mt = 173 GeV) and in the low-energy approximation (mt ! 1). We assume the LHC at

p
S = 13 TeV.

events for Higgs boson production in association with up to 2 jets and the corresponding backgrounds, WW and
top pair production. In all cases we apply multi-jet merging of the matrix elements and the parton showers at
LO with the algorithm presented in [36, 37] or, where not otherwise stated at NLO according to the Meps@Nlo
algorithm [38]. In each case, the implementation is automated once the respective virtual matrix elements are
available. This way we generate NLO-merged events for Higgs production with jets in the low-energy limit [39].
In this paper we extend this implementation by top (and bottom) mass e↵ects at leading order accuracy by using
loop–level matrix elements provided by OpenLoops [40], which we use for reweighting the e↵ective theory.

As a starting point, we study the impact of the top mass corrections in the Higgs boson transverse momentum
using LO multi-jet merging with up to two jets. A sample of the representative Feynman diagrams are displayed
in Fig. 1. We assume fully leptonic Higgs decays H ! W`W`+jets. In the left panel of Fig. 2 we display the
LO-merged results from Sherpa. Because this automized implementation relies on the low-energy limit for the
Higgs–gluon coupling described in Eq.(3), we reweight all tree-level matrix elements in the e↵ective theory with
their full loop counterparts. This defines a correction factor [41]

r
(n)
t =

|M(n)(mt)|2
|M(n)(mt ! 1)|2 (4)

for each jet multiplicity n. In the right panel of Fig. 2 we also show the corresponding results from Pythia8 [44],
based on the CKKW-L merging. The parton level events for the Pythia merging in the 0-jet bin come from
MadGraph5 [45], in the 1-jet bin we use MCFM [46], and in the 2-jet bin we use VBFNLO [47].
At the analysis level, jets are defined using the anti-kT algorithm implemented in Fastjet with R = 0.5 and we

assume basic acceptance cuts

pT,` > 20 GeV |⌘`| < 2.5

pT,j > 30 GeV |⌘j | < 4.5 . (5)

The individual curves for the di↵erent jet bins account for the number of jets passing these acceptance cuts, rather
than the number of hard jets entering the merging procedure. The results from Sherpa and Pythia8 broadly
agree with each other. In both simulations we observe that for all contributions the low-energy limit and the
full results scale the same way as long as pT,H . mt. In this regime the only di↵erence is a constant scaling
factor 1.065 for the Higgs–gluon coupling. Although b-quark loops become relevant in this regime and need to be
accounted, they present sub-leading contributions in the boosted regime. Since we will be mostly concerned with
boosted Higgs of pT,H & mt these contributions can be safely neglected [49].
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Figure 7. Various approximations to the NLO Higgs transverse momentum distribution.
The curves shown correspond (from top to bottom) to adding the pointlike approximation
to the NLO contribution to the full LO result (red, dashed), or to multiplying the full LO
result by the K-factors of Fig. (7) computed respectively in the high-energy approximation
but with full mass dependence (blue, solid) or in the pointlike approximation (green dot-
dashed).

by comparable amounts.
This plot suggests two main conclusions. First, in the only case in which we

can compare the high-energy approximation to the full result, namely the pointlike
limit, we see that the high-energy approximation is quite good (red vs. green curve
in Fig. 7), with an accuracy of about 20% or better for all pT & 200 GeV, which does
not deteriorate as pT increases. Second, even though (recall Sect. 3) the shape of
the distribution at high pT differs between the pointlike and massive case (a different
power of pT) the K factors are similar and approximately pT independent, at least
in the only case in which we can compare the pointlike and massive results, namely
the high-energy limit (green and blue curve).

These two observations, taken together, suggest that the best approximation to
the full NLO result can be obtained by combining the full LO result with a K-factor
computed in the high-energy approximation, namely, by multiplying the LO cross-
section by the K factor (blue curve) of Fig. 7, corresponding to the high-energy fully
massive result. This is our preferred approximation, and it is shown in Fig. 8, where
it is also compared to the LO exact result and to the NLO pointlike approximation;
all results are also shown as ratios to the LO. It is clear that the pointlike result has
the wrong power behaviour at large pT and thus fails for pT & 200 GeV.

23

[Muselli et al (2016)]

•These approaches agree, and lead to ~20-30% accuracy
•Beyond that: (merged) NLO IS REQUIRED

•At the boundary of our current technology (complicated 2-loop)
•Will be there for HL-LHC…



Example 2: high-pt Higgs
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Figure 9: Higgs inclusive transverse momentum distribution at LO and NLO⇤. The ribbon is
obtained by varying the factorization and renormalization scale µ =

q
p2

T,H + m2
H

by a factor of 2 and 1/2. The middle panel shows the ratio to the LO cross section.
The lower panel shows the mean of the upper and lower bound change with
respect to the central value in percent, commonly known as the scale uncertainty.
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Figure 10: Higgs rapidity distribution at LO and NLO⇤. The ribbon is obtained by varying
the factorization and renormalization scale µ =

q
p2

T,H + m2
H by a factor of 2

and 1/2. The middle panel shows the ratio to the LO cross section. The lower
panel shows the mean of the upper and lower bound change with respect to the
central value in percent, commonly known as the scale uncertainty.
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[Neumann, Williams: arXiv 1609.00367 i.e. this morning]



Highest precision  
for ``standard’’ analysis



The path to precision
•HL will allow us to perform extremely detailed investigations of the 

Higgs sector. REASONABLE TARGET: FEW PERCENT ACCURACY

•The goal: detect (small) tensions → precision throughout the full 
spectrum (signal and backgrounds), correlations

•To achieve this, we need to

•focus on theoretically clean regions → high scale, IR-insensitive 
observables/cuts, minimal NonP contamination…

•focus on experimentally clean regions → high quality…
•be able to compare data/theory in a CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT → ``cut 

and count’’, minimize BDT, multivariate analysis, NN… Great tools to 
squeeze the most out of data, but VERY HARD TO CONTROL THEORETICALLY

•be able to minimize underlying theoretical assumptions in experimental 
analysis → FIDUCIAL REGION, no (unnecessary) extrapolations, avoid 
reweightings…

•be careful with ``standard’’ practices. At ~1%, a lot of things can happen



Examples of what can go wrong…F.o. vs PS example: VBF@NNLO
[Cacciari, Dreyer, Karlberg, Salam, Zanderighi (2015)]

• Despite tiny corrections to the inclusive rate, sizable corrections 
in the fiducial region

• Although for many observables PS does a good job, for others it 
mis-models corrections
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FIG. 2: From left to right, di↵erential cross sections for the transverse momentum distributions for the two leading jets, pt,j1
and pt,j2 , for the Higgs boson, pt,H , and the distribution for the rapidity separation between the two leading jets, �yj1,j2 .

interpretation is that since NNLO e↵ects redistribute jets
from higher to lower pt’s (cf. the plots for pt,j1 and pt,j2),
they reduce the cross section for any observable defined
with VBF cuts. As pt,H grows larger, the forward jets
tend naturally to get harder and so automatically pass
the pt thresholds, reducing the impact of NNLO terms.

As observed above for the total cross section with VBF
cuts, the NNLO di↵erential corrections are sizeable and
often outside the uncertainty band suggested by NLO
scale variation. One reason for this might be that NLO
is the first order where the non-inclusiveness of the jet
definition matters, e.g. radiation outside the cone modi-
fies the cross section. Thus NLO is, in e↵ect, a leading-
order calculation for the exclusive corrections, with all
associated limitations.

To further understand the size of the NNLO correc-
tions, it is instructive to examine a NLO plus parton
shower (NLOPS) calculation, since the parton shower
will include some approximation of the NNLO correc-
tions. For this purpose we have used the POWHEG VBF
H+2-jet calculation [20], showered with PYTHIA version
6.428 with the Perugia 2012 tune [35]. The POWHEG part
of this NLOPS calculation uses the same PDF, scale
choices and electroweak parameters as our full NNLO
calculation. The NLOPS results are included in Fig. 2,
at parton level, with multi-parton interactions (MPI)
switched o↵. They di↵er from the NLO by an amount
that is of a similar order of magnitude to the NNLO
e↵ects. This lends support to our interpretation that fi-
nal (and initial)-state radiation from the hard partons
is responsible for a substantial part of the NNLO correc-
tions. However, while the NLOPS calculation reproduces
the shape of the NNLO corrections for some observables

(especially pt,H), there are others for which this is not
the case, the most striking being perhaps �yj1,j2 . Par-
ton shower e↵ects were also studied in Ref. [36], using
the MC@NLO approach [37]. Various parton showers
di↵ered there by up to about 10%.

In addition to the NNLO contributions, precise phe-
nomenological studies require the inclusion of EW con-
tributions and non-perturbative hadronisation and MPI
corrections. The former are of the same order of magni-
tude as our NNLO corrections [13]. Using Pythia 6.428
and Pythia 8.185 we find that hadronisation corrections
are between �2 and 0%, while MPI brings up to +5%
at low pt’s. The small hadronisation corrections appear
to be due to a partial cancellation between shifts in pt
and rapidity. We leave a combined study of all e↵ects
to future work. The code for our calculation will also be
made public.

With the calculation presented in this letter, di↵er-
ential VBF Higgs production has been brought to the
same NNLO level of accuracy that has been available for
some time now for the ggH [38, 39] and VH [40] pro-
duction channels. This constitutes the first fully di↵er-
ential NNLO 2 ! 3 hadron-collider calculation, an ad-
vance made possible thanks to the factorisable nature of
the process. The NNLO corrections are non-negligible,
5–10%, i.e. an order of magnitude larger than the cor-
rections to the inclusive cross section. Their size might
even motivate a calculation one order higher, to N3LO,
to match the precision achieved recently for the ggH to-
tal cross section [41]. With the new “projection-to-Born”
approach introduced here, we believe that this is within
reach. It would also be of interest to obtain NNLO plus
parton shower predictions, again matching the accuracy

REWEIGHTING: VBF@NNLO

•NNLO inclusive K-factor ~ 1%
•Actual correction ~ 10%
•Not captured by NLO or PS
•Non-trivial jet dynamics
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COMMON PRACTICE: DATA-DRIVEN 
BACKGROUND ESTIMATES
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Figure 10. The ratio of various different theoretical predictions to the NNLO nF = 5 differential
cross section. The different predictions correspond to: the inclusion of the top quark gg ! ��

box diagrams (green), the ��N3LO
gg,nF

correction (red) and the ��N3LO
gg,nF

and the top boxes with the
��N3LO

gg,nF
correction re-scaled by the ratio K(mt) described in the text (blue).

analyses the Standard Model background is accounted for by using a data-driven approach
that fits a smooth polynomial function to the data across the entire m�� spectrum. A
resonance might then be observed as a local excess in this spectrum, deviating from the
fitted form. Although well-motivated, one might be concerned that the spectrum may not
be correctly modeled at high energies, where there is little data, and that small fluctuations
could unduly influence the form of the fit and result in misinterpretation of the data. Such
worries could be lessened by using a first-principles theoretical prediction for the spectrum
and it is this issue that we aim to address in this section.

As a concrete example, we will produce NNLO predictions for the invariant mass spec-
trum at high energies using cuts that are inspired by the recent ATLAS analysis [16].
Specifically, these are:

p�,hardT > 0.4m�� , p�,softT > 0.3m�� ,

|⌘� | < 2.37, excluding the region, 1.37 < |⌘� | < 1.52. (4.6)

We will only be interested in the region m�� > 150 GeV, so these represent hard cuts on the
photon momenta. The small region of rapidity that is removed corresponds to the transition
from barrel to end-cap calorimeters. We maintain the same isolation requirements as the
previous section, which again differs slightly from the treatment in the ATLAS paper.

Our first concern is to address the impact of the gg pieces at NLO, represented by
the contribution ��N3LO

gg,nF
defined previously, and the contribution of the top quark loop.

We summarize our results in Figure 10, in which we present several different theoretical
predictions, each normalized to the the default NNLO prediction with 5 light flavors. The
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[Campbell, Ellis, Williams (2016)]

•top quark effects induce %-level 
shape distortion over smoothly 
falling pp→γγ background

•top quark effect, but it happens at ~ 
750 GeV

•Not captured by MC



``Few percent’’: the theory side

d� =

Z
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2)d�part(x1, x2)FJ(1 +O(⇤QCD/Q))

The starting point: QCD factorization



``Few percent’’: the theory side

INPUT PARAMETERS: αs, PDFs, (mq…)

d� =

Z
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2)d�part(x1, x2)FJ(1 +O(⇤QCD/Q))

•αs: ~ 1% accuracy (PDG2016)
•error increased w.r.t. previous PDG
•tension with low DIS value (0.113)? NP effects really under control?
•in a ~10 year timescale, should we expect improvements from lattice?

•PDFs: ~2-3% (PDF4LHC)
•good agreement between different groups (ABM discrepancies under 

control?)
•to which extent new LHC data can improve on this picture? Both 

experimental and theoretical issue. (Z pT: excellent data, excellent theory, the 
two are in tension…)

•PDFs for N3LO?



``Few percent’’: the theory side

HARD SCATTERING MATRIX ELEMENT

d� =

Z
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2)d�part(x1, x2)FJ(1 +O(⇤QCD/Q))

•αs ~ 0.1 → For TYPICAL PROCESSES, we need NLO for ~ 10% and NNLO 
for ~ 1 % accuracy. 

•αs CA ~ 0.3 → For Higgs, we need N3LO.

•We are after FIDUCIAL RESULTS (minimize hidden extrapolation error) 
•We should focus on HIGH-Q the regime (minimize NP contamination)

• In this regime, typically process is a multi-scale problem. However, no 
huge scale hierarchies → fixed (high enough) order predictions do not 
break down // (high enough log) resummation provide good 
description → can tackle some issues from different perspectives.         
IN GENERAL, A COHERENT PICTURE IS EMERGING (what about di-Higgs?)



Examples: pt,H, Jet-Veto

Higgs physics - 0 jet cross section
• Important to understand (a priori) where exactly resummation and fixed-

order are reliable (and estimate the matching uncertainty) 
!
e.g. 0-jet cross section at N3LO+NNLL+LLR 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

16

pt ~ 25-30 GeV is a transition region 
where logarithms are the dominant part  
of the perturbative expansion, although  

fixed-order still works fine  
(i.e. the coupling suppression is still effective) 

Resummation effects seem physical.

pp, 13 TeV, mH = 125 GeV
µR = µF = mH/2, Q = mH/2

PDF4LHC15 (NNLO)
scales variations
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~ 70-80% of the  
perturbative expansion is made of 

logarithms 

[Monni, QCD@LHC2016]
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Figure 2. Comparison of matched N3LO+NNLO results for the jet veto efficiency to NNLO+NNLL
results (left) and to pure N3LO predictions (right).

transverse momentum differential spectrum. For a more detailed discussion of this we refer
the reader to Appendix A.

Fig. 2 shows the impact of matching the NNLL resummed results with the N3LO
result, compared to NNLO+NNLL results (left) and to pure N3LO results (right). In the
left-hand plot, one sees a clear reduction in uncertainties in going from NNLO+NNLL to
N3LO+NNLL, as expected given the impact of the N3LO results shown in Fig. 1. While
the NNLO+NNLL results had a substantially smaller uncertainty band than pure NNLO,
once one includes one additional order in ↵s, resummation brings essentially no further
reduction, as is visible in the right-hand plot. It does, however, induce a small shift in
the central value (and uncertainty band), whose magnitude is slightly smaller than the
uncertainty itself.

2.4 Jet-radius dependence and small-R effects

Two terms in Eq. (2.5) are connected with the choice of jet definition and in particular
depend on the jet radius R. Fclust

(R) accounts for clustering of independent soft emissions
and for commonly used values of R is given by [5, 13]

Fclust
(R) =

4↵2
s(pt,veto)C

2
AL

⇡2

✓
� ⇡2R2

12

+

R4

16

◆
. (2.12)

Fcorrel
(R) [13] comes from the correlated part of the matrix element for the emission of two

soft partons. For our purposes it is useful to further split it into two parts,

Fcorrel
(R) =

4↵2
s(pt,veto)CAL

⇡2

✓
f1 ln

1

R
+ freg(R)

◆
, (2.13)

where the coefficient of the logarithm of R is

– 8 –

[Banfi et al, 2015]
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the Higgs pH

t
NNLL+NLO prediction as

obtained in this letter (red) to HqT (green). For reference, the pre-
dictions obtained with MiNLO at NLO (orange), and FxFx (blue)
are shown. Lower panel: ratio of the various distributions, nor-
malised to their respective central-scale inclusive cross sections, to
the central NNLL+NLO prediction. Uncertainty bands are shown
only for the resummed results.
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FIG. 2. Higgs pH

t
at NNLL+NNLO (red), NNLL+NLO (green),

and NNLO (blue). Lower panel: ratio of the three predictions to
the NNLL+NNLO one.

µR = µF = mH, and Q = mH/2. The perturbative un-
certainty for all predictions is estimated by varying both
µR and µF by a factor of two in either direction while
keeping 1/2 ≤ µR/µF ≤ 2. Moreover, for central µR and
µF scales we vary the resummation scale Q by a factor of
two in either direction.
To validate our result, in the main panel of figure 1 we
show the comparison of our prediction for the Higgs-
transverse-momentum spectrum at NNLL+NLO to that
obtained with HqT [4, 35]. As expected, we observe a very
good agreement over the entire pH

t range between these

two results, which have the same perturbative accuracy.
Our NNLL+NLO prediction is moderately higher in the
peak of the distribution, and lower at intermediate pH

t
values, although this pattern may slightly change with
different central-scale choices. These small differences
have to do with the different treatment of subleading ef-
fects in the two resummation methods. The agreement
of the two results, both for the central scale and for the
uncertainty band, is even more evident in the lower inset
of figure 1, which displays the ratio of the various dis-
tributions, each normalised to its central-scale inclusive
rate, to our normalised central NNLL+NLO curve.
For comparison, figure 1 also reports the pH

t distribu-
tion obtained with the NLO version of POWHEG+MiNLO
[36–38], and with the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO+FxFx [39–41]
event generators, using default renormalisation and fac-
torisation scales for the two methods (in FxFx a merging
scale µQ = mH/2 has been employed). Both genera-
tors are interfaced to Pythia8.2 [42], without includ-
ing hadronisation, underlying event, and primordial k⊥
(whose impact has been checked to be fully negligible
for this observable), and use PDF4LHC15 parton densi-
ties at NLO. By inspecting the normalised ratios shown
in the lower panel, one observes that the shape of the
Monte-Carlo predictions deviates significantly from the
NNLL+NLO results at pH

t ! 60GeV.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the matched

NNLL+NNLO result to the NNLL+NLO and the fixed-
order NNLO predictions. The inclusion of the NNLO
corrections leads to a 10− 15% increase in the matched
spectrum for pH

t > 15GeV, and to a consistent reduction
in the perturbative uncertainty, to the ±10%-level in
the considered pH

t range. The impact of resummation
on the fixed order becomes increasingly important for
pH

t ! 40GeV, reaching about 25% at pH

t = 15GeV. For
pH

t " 40GeV, the matched prediction reduces to the
NNLO one.

In this letter we have presented a new method, entirely
formulated in momentum space, for the resummation
of the transverse momentum of a colour-singlet final
state in hadronic collisions. We have used it to obtain
the first NNLL+NNLO prediction for the Higgs-boson
transverse-momentum spectrum at the LHC. Higher-
order logarithmic corrections beyond NNLL can be
systematically included within this framework. Our
approach does not rely on any specific factorisation
theorem, and therefore it can be generalised to treat
any observable featuring kinematic cancellations in the
infrared region – like for instance φ∗ in Drell-Yan pair
production [43] or the oblateness in electron-positron
annihilation – as well as to compute any other observable
which can be treated with the methods of refs. [25, 26].
Notably, this paves the way for formulating a simulta-
neous resummation for the Higgs and the leading-jet
transverse momenta at NNLL.

We are very grateful to F. Caola for providing us with

70-80% of the perturbative 
expansion comes from logs 

[M
onni, Re, Torrielli (2016)]

f.o.

f.o.+resum

•From pt ~ 40 GeV: fixed (NNLO) 
order under very good control

•CAN RELIABLY USE IT TO PREDICT 
FIDUCIAL VOLUMES AT THE FEW 
PERCENT LEVEL



Charting the progress
Process ~ 15 y ago Now What we want

ggH
towards 
NNLOinc

N3LOinc, 
NNLOPS, NNLL

N3LO(PS)  +small 
details

VBF NLO N3LOinc, NNLO N3LO
VH NLO NNLO gg→VH@NLO
ttH LO NLO NNLO?
Hj NLO NNLO mass effects
Hjj LO NLO NNLO

pp→γγ NLO NNLO+gg@NLO //
pp→VV NLO NNLO+gg@NLO gg@NLO massive

•Many of the desiderata require significant theory improvements
•Nevertheless, given the trend: FAR FROM IMPOSSIBLE

•Quite remarkable precision ALREADY NOW



About the small details…
Physics at the few percent level: BASICALLY EVERYTHING IS RELEVANT

GGF

GLUON FUSION - INCLUSIVE CROSS SECTION

▸ LHC predictions demand effects beyond pure EFT 

▸ Mass corrections & EWK effects

~88.2%

GGF

GLUON FUSION - INCLUSIVE CROSS SECTION

▸ LHC predictions demand effects beyond pure EFT 

▸ Mass corrections & EWK effects

~88.2% GGF

GLUON FUSION - INCLUSIVE CROSS SECTION

~88.2%

▸ Many residual uncertainties of comparable importance 

▸ Todo List:  - Full mass dependent NNLO  
- Mixed                  corrections 
- N3LO PDFs 
….

O(↵↵S)

[M
istlberger, Q

C
D

@
LH

C
2016]ggH



``Few percent’’: the theory side

NON PERTURBATIVE EFFECTS

d� =

Z
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2)d�part(x1, x2)FJ(1 +O(⇤QCD/Q))

•ΛQCD/Q ~ 100 GeV → PERCENT EFFECT

•NO GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF IT. LIMITING FACTOR FOR PRECISION

•To some extent it comes from ``normal’’ soft/collinear gluons → at least 
insight from resummation / PS… but not all of it

•To this level of precision, we could not assume that MC are getting this 
right. Much more exploration is needed

•Hadronic collisions → these effects are there, also for leptonic processes

•Ideally: design observables/cuts for which these effects are minimized 
(and more generically design IR-insensitive setups → symm./asymm. 
cuts…)

•Situation qualitatively different w.r.t. hard matrix element (we don’t 
have a framework)



Example: DY transverse momentum
[G. Salam (2016)]

•Despite being a jet-free observable, non-vanishing pt,l+l- comes from 
highly asymmetric color flow → expect linear behavior in ΛQCD/QNon-perturbative effects in Z pT
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impact of 0.5 GeV shift of Z pT

0.5 GeV is perhaps conservative(?) 
Suggests up to 2% effects could be 

present.

➤ Inclusive Z cross section should have  
~Λ2/M2 corrections (~10-4 ?) 

➤ Z pT is not inclusive so corrections can 
be ~Λ/M. 

➤ Size of effect can’t be probed by turning 
MC hadronisation on/off 
[maybe by modifying underlying MC 
parameters?] 

➤ Shifting Z pT by a finite amount 
illustrates what could happen

23

Finite kick ~ 0.5 GeV to pt,Z: 
2% effect on the spectrum

Non-perturbative effects in Z pT
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MC hadronisation

0% MC hadronisation does not imply 
absence of non-perturbative effects

➤ Inclusive Z cross section should have  
~Λ2/M2 corrections (~10-4 ?) 

➤ Z pT is not inclusive so corrections can 
be ~Λ/M. 

➤ It seems size of effect can’t be probed by 
turning MC hadronisation on/off 
[maybe by modifying underlying MC 
parameters?] 
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MC does not get it



Dealing with NP effects: jets
•For jets, these issues are much more pronounced → quite some 

investigation already
•Many progress related to jet substructure studies. Analytical 

understanding of soft/collinear effects (new ideas, several techniques, 
traditional resummation, SCET…)

•A recent study: use the jet radius as a handle to disentangle different 
NP effects [DASGUPTA ET AL. (2016)]

•Basic idea: different contributions should scale differently (UE/MPI 
~ R2, Had ~ 1/R, Pert ~ ln R) [DASGUPTA ET AL. (2007)]

•If data for 3 different R are available, possible to gain some insight 
into these effects

•Scaling agrees with simulations, but some features doesn’t (pt 
dependence) → more work is required



Conclusions
•The HL-LHC will open up new ways of exploring the Higgs sector

•Investigate corners of phase space, to decent precision

•Perform `standard’ analysis to extremely high precision
•In both cases, we are SENSITIVE TO NEW PHYSICS EFFECTS

•To profit from this opportunity, a lot of work is needed

•Continue the nice trend of ever improving our existing theoretical 
predictions (add loops/legs/logs…). It will require highly non-trivial 
progress, but no huge surprises are expected here. ~ known framework

•At some point, we will hit against a wall: input parameters, NP 
effects. Progress in this direction is much more difficult to predict

•Simultaneously, a slightly different experimental approach is 
required if we want to achieve very high precision (simple 
analysis, fiducial volumes, high-Q observables…)

EXCITING TIMES AHEAD!



Thank you very much  
for your attention



di-Higgs@NLO
[Borowka, Greiner, Heinrich, Jones, Kerner, Schlenk, Schubert, Zirke (2016)]

•2-loop amplitude beyond current 
reach (reduction and for MI)

•Completely different approach: 
FULLY NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF 
EACH INDIVIDUAL INTEGRAL WITH 
SECDEC

•Table of 665 phase-space points
•Highly non-trivial computer-

science component (GPUs, very 
delicate numerical integration…)

•Reasonable approximations to extend 1/mt result beyond the top 
threshold (rescaled Born, exact real radiation) can fail quite significantly 

•Exact K-factor much less flat than for mt approximations
13



Loop induced: di-Higgs@NLO
[Borowka, Greiner, Heinrich, Jones, Kerner, Schlenk, Schubert, Zirke (2016)]

Now that we know the exact result, many interesting questions:

• do we understand why the approximate mt result fails so miserably 
(high energy matching, genuinely large two-loop components…)?
•ideal playground for approximation testing. Can we find something 

which works? Can we study e.g. the Padé approximation used to 
extend the 1/mt expansion in gg→VV?

•especially relevant because we now know FULLY DIFFERENTIAL NNLO 
CORRECTIONS IN THE MT→∞ LIMIT ([de Florian et al (2016), see Jonas’ talk 
on Thursday) → Would like to know best way to combine the results

• CAN THIS FULLY NUMERICAL APPROACH BE APPLIED TO MORE GENERAL 
CASES?
•processes with more than two (mHH, yHH) variables (gg→4l)
•processes with a more complicated tensor structure (H+J)

14



Recent NNLO results: V+J phenomenology
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Figure 4. The unnormalised double-di↵erential transverse momentum distribution for the Z boson
in windows of invariant mass of the leptons, m``, with a rapidity cut on the Z boson of |yZ | < 2.4.
The ATLAS data is taken from Ref. [15]. The luminosity error is not shown. The green bands
denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty and the blue bands show the NNLO prediction
with scale uncertainty.

against a parton at high transverse momentum. So our NNLO prediction for the inclusive

cross section in these mass bins is e↵ectively only NLO accurate, with consequently larger

scale dependence. In the three bins with larger m``, the scale uncertainty on the NNLO

prediction is below 0.7%, which results in tension between data and theory at the level of

two standard deviations.

Combining together the unnormalised di↵erential distribution with the inclusive cross

sections, we obtain the normalised distributions shown in Figure 6. Because of the large

scale uncertainty in the inclusive cross section, the theoretical errors dominate the low m``

bins. At large m``, the tension between the data and NNLO theory is largely relieved.

At the highest values of pZT , the tendency of the data to fall below the theory prediction

may be an indication of the onset of electroweak corrections [11], which are negative in

this region. Any remaining tension for medium values of pZT could potentially be accounted

for revisiting the parton distribution functions (especially the gluon distribution) in the

kinematical region relevant to this measurement.

The same tension between NNLO theory and ATLAS data for the unnormalised distri-

bution is visible in Figure 7, which shows the unnormalised double-di↵erential distribution

with respect to the transverse momentum of the Z boson for 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV

– 7 –
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The ATLAS data is taken from Ref. [15]. The luminosity error is not shown. The green bands
denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty and the blue bands show the NNLO prediction
with scale uncertainty.
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scale dependence. In the three bins with larger m``, the scale uncertainty on the NNLO

prediction is below 0.7%, which results in tension between data and theory at the level of

two standard deviations.

Combining together the unnormalised di↵erential distribution with the inclusive cross

sections, we obtain the normalised distributions shown in Figure 6. Because of the large

scale uncertainty in the inclusive cross section, the theoretical errors dominate the low m``

bins. At large m``, the tension between the data and NNLO theory is largely relieved.

At the highest values of pZT , the tendency of the data to fall below the theory prediction

may be an indication of the onset of electroweak corrections [11], which are negative in

this region. Any remaining tension for medium values of pZT could potentially be accounted

for revisiting the parton distribution functions (especially the gluon distribution) in the

kinematical region relevant to this measurement.

The same tension between NNLO theory and ATLAS data for the unnormalised distri-

bution is visible in Figure 7, which shows the unnormalised double-di↵erential distribution

with respect to the transverse momentum of the Z boson for 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV
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Data / theory ratio, Z+jet

NLO NNLONNLO NLO

Antenna [Gehrmann-de Ridder et al (2016)] N-Jettiness [Boughezal et al (2016)]

•Also at NNLO, slight data/theory tension
•Disappears for normalized ratios, but not accounted for 

systematics / luminosity uncertainties
•The cleanest possible measurement… SHOULD WE BE WORRIED?

26



Fiducial analysis: H→γγ

Figure 6: Distribution of the photon decay angle in the Collins-Soper frame at the 8 TeV LHC.

The inset shows ratios of di↵erential cross sections at di↵erent orders in perturbation theory for

the factorization and the renormalization scales set to the mass of the Higgs boson.
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Figure 7: Left pane: comparison of exclusive jet cross sections in pp ! H + j ! ��+ j computed

in this paper and measured by the ATLAS collaboration. Right pane: comparison of the leading

jet transverse momentum distribution. The selection criteria are described in the text.

predictions in all p?-bins except one where the experimental error is the largest. It is also

clear that the shapes of theoretical and experimental distributions are di↵erent. It follows

from the plots in Fig. 7 that, currently, the ATLAS data is not precise enough to allow for a

meaningful comparison with available theoretical predictions. This will undoubtedly change

once enough luminosity at the 13 TeV LHC is collected.

B. H ! W+W� ! e+µ�⌫⌫̄

In this subsection, we present the results for the process pp ! H+j ! W+W�+j at the

13 TeV LHC. The selection criteria are described in Section II. In principle, many kinematic
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The inset shows ratios of di↵erential cross sections at di↵erent orders in perturbation theory for

the factorization and the renormalization scales set to the mass of the Higgs boson.
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predictions in all p?-bins except one where the experimental error is the largest. It is also

clear that the shapes of theoretical and experimental distributions are di↵erent. It follows

from the plots in Fig. 7 that, currently, the ATLAS data is not precise enough to allow for a

meaningful comparison with available theoretical predictions. This will undoubtedly change

once enough luminosity at the 13 TeV LHC is collected.

B. H ! W+W� ! e+µ�⌫⌫̄

In this subsection, we present the results for the process pp ! H+j ! W+W�+j at the

13 TeV LHC. The selection criteria are described in Section II. In principle, many kinematic
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[FC, Melnikov, Schulze (2015)] 

Exclusive Jet bins, ATLAS8

Leading jet pT, ATLAS8

Still very large statistical 
fluctuations for these 
analysis to mean much, 
but NNLO theory error ~ 
systematic error 



Fiducial analysis: H→2l2ν
[FC, Melnikov, Schulze (2015)] 

NNLO able to cope with 
complicated final states 
(up to 7 particles)

SETUP: CMS-LIKE ANALYSIS, 13 TEV
Anti-kt with R=0.4, pt,j > 30 GeV, |yj|<4.7, pt,l > 20/10 GeV, Et,miss > 20 GeV, 
mll > 12 GeV, pt,ll > 30 GeV, mt,WW > 30 GeV
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Figure 9: Left pane: the transverse momentum distribution of a positively charged lepton in

pp ! H(e+µ�⌫⌫̄) + j at the 13 TeV LHC. Right pane: the distribution of the azimuthal opening

angle of the two leptons in pp ! H(e+µ�⌫⌫̄) + j at the 13 TeV LHC. The selection criteria are

described in the text. The insets show ratios of di↵erential cross sections at di↵erent orders in

perturbation theory for the factorization and the renormalization scales set to the mass of the

Higgs boson.

13 TeV LHC and the azimuthal opening angle distribution of the two leptons. In both cases,

QCD radiative corrections do not change the shapes of the distributions significantly. The

distribution of the invariant masses of the two leptons ml+l� and the transverse mass m?

are displayed in Fig. 10; the NNLO QCD corrections to those distributions are remarkably

uniform.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We extended the recent NNLO QCD computation of the H + j production in proton

collisions by including decays of the Higgs bosons to electroweak gauge bosons H ! ��,

H ! W+W� and H ! ZZ. Leptonic decays of Z’s and W ’s, with all spin correlations,

are fully accounted for. This allows us to calculate fiducial volume cross sections and vari-

ous kinematic distributions through NNLO in perturbative QCD in a manner that is fully

consistent with selection criteria applied in experiments. In particular, it becomes possible

– for the first time – to confront fiducial volume studies of the pp ! H+ j ! ��+ j process

performed by the ATLAS collaboration at the 8 TeV LHC [5] with NNLO QCD predictions.

We presented a number of results for fiducial volume cross sections, acceptances and vari-

ous kinematic distributions for both inclusive and exclusive H(��)+ j production processes.
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collisions by including decays of the Higgs bosons to electroweak gauge bosons H ! ��,

H ! W+W� and H ! ZZ. Leptonic decays of Z’s and W ’s, with all spin correlations,

are fully accounted for. This allows us to calculate fiducial volume cross sections and vari-

ous kinematic distributions through NNLO in perturbative QCD in a manner that is fully

consistent with selection criteria applied in experiments. In particular, it becomes possible

– for the first time – to confront fiducial volume studies of the pp ! H+ j ! ��+ j process

performed by the ATLAS collaboration at the 8 TeV LHC [5] with NNLO QCD predictions.

We presented a number of results for fiducial volume cross sections, acceptances and vari-

ous kinematic distributions for both inclusive and exclusive H(��)+ j production processes.
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Figure 8: Left pane: the production cross section for pp ! H + j ! W+W� + j ! e+µ�⌫⌫̄ + j

at the 13 TeV LHC is shown as a function of the jet transverse momentum cut. The inset shows

ratios of di↵erential cross sections at di↵erent orders in perturbation theory for the factorization

and the renormalization scales set to the mass of the Higgs boson. Right pane: exclusive jet cross

sections for pp ! H(e+µ�⌫⌫̄) + j at the 13 TeV LHC. The selection criteria are described in the

text.

distributions that can be studied in the H + j production process are independent of the

decay mode of the Higgs boson. To avoid overlap with the previous subsection, we present

here only those distributions that are particular to the W+W� final state.

We begin, however, with the discussion of the fiducial cross sections. We find

�fid
LO = 13.0+5.1

�3.4 fb, �fid
NLO = 18.6+3.7

�3.1 fb, �fid
NNLO = 21.9+0.9

�1.7 fb. (5)

In general, the perturbative expansion of the 13 TeV cross sections is similar to what was

observed at 8 TeV. At µ = mH , the NLO cross section is larger than the LO cross section by

43% and the NNLO cross section exceeds the NLO cross section by 18%. In Fig. 8 we display

results for cross sections as a function of the jet transverse momentum cut and exclusive

jet cross sections at di↵erent orders in perturbation theory. The behavior of the exclusive

one-jet cross section at 13 TeV is slightly worse than at 8 TeV. We attribute this to a too

small scale variation at NLO, which leads to the NNLO result for the one-jet cross section

being outside of the NLO scale variation band.

Selection criteria for the Higgs signal inH ! W+W� as well as analysis of anomalous cou-

plings in this process rely on kinematic distributions of charged leptons. A good understand-

ing of these distributions is therefore important. In Fig. 9 we show the transverse momentum

distribution of a positively charged lepton in pp ! H+j ! W+W�+j ! e+µ�⌫⌫̄+j at the
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The problem of (two) loop amplitudes

•As a rule of thumb, complexity of multi-loop amplitudes 
grows very rapidly

•as we move away from the massless limit

•as we increase the number of scales of the process

•Here: 4 scales (s,t,mee,mμμ) → several orders of magnitude 
more complicated than di-jet, H+j,…

•With internal top masses: prohibitively complicated



The problem of (two) loop amplitudes

•Combining traditional techniques with new ideas inspired by 
more formal 𝒩= 4 SYM studies, powerful new methods 
allowed to obtain amplitudes for massless quarks
[FC, Henn, Melnikov, Smirnov, Smirnov (2015); Tancredi, v. Manteuffel, Gehrmann 
(2015); Tancredi, v. Manteuffel (2015); FC, Melnikov, Röntsch, Tancredi (2015)]

•For massive quarks: expand in the top mass below threshold 
(~ higher dim operators) [FC, Dowling, Melnikov, Röntsch, Tancredi (2016)]

•Results above top threshold still missing (although some 
approximations available [Campbell, Ellis, Czakon, Kirchner (2016)])

•Full result could be obtained via brute force numerical methods?



One step closer to reality: PS matching
[Alioli, FC, Luisoni, Röntsch et al, work in progress]
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